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Congreve's Incognita: Romance, Novel, Drama?
Abstract

William Congreve's only novel, Incognita; or: Love & Duty Reconcil'd (1692), is often mentioned in studies
that undertake to trace the origins of the English novel. The action or "contrivance" of Incognita involves
several days and nights of confusion in the carnivalesque setting of Renaissance Florence and the ultimate
union of the young aristocrats, Aurelian and Hippolito, with the belles, Incognita-Juliana and Leonora.
Congreve's preface has attracted more critical attention than the novel itself. Some critics have even called this
document "the critical locus classicus in English"' for the crucially important end of the seventeenth century,
when novelists were striving to replace "improbable," "marvellous" romances with more consistently
authenticated and psychologically developed fiction.
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Congreve's Incognita:
Romance, Novel, Drama?

Kristiaan P. Aercke

W

illiam Congreve's only novel, Incognita; or: Love & Duty Reconcil'd (1692). is often mentioned in studies that undertake to trace
the origins of the English nove1.l The action or contrivance'^ of Incognita involves several days and nights of confusion in the camivalesque
setting of Renaissance Florence and the ultimate union of the young arisI The tides of studies that incorporate Incognita are often indicative of the way criticism considers
it primarily as an anIicipation of eighteenth-cenhlry fiction. Incognita has been diseuse& by
John Richelti, Popular Fiction W o r e Richardson (Oxford: Oxfwd University Ress, 1969); by
Maximillian Nova);. "Fiction and Society in the h l y 18th Cenhlry," in H.T. Swcdenberg, ed..
England in the Resfororion and Early Eightcenrh Cenrwy (Berkeley: Univmity of California
Ress, 1972). pp. 51-70; by F M c k Karl, A Reodds Guide to the Eightcenrh-Cenrury English
N o d (origindly, The Adversary Literature) (New Yolk: Noonday Ress, 1974); by Waltet Reed,
An Exemplary History of the Novel: The Quixotic versvr the Picaresque (Chicago; Londao:
University of Chicago Rcss, 1981); by Brian Corman. "Congnve. Fielding, and the Rise of Some
Novels." in Shirley S. Kenny. ed.. British Theare and the Other A m . 16M)-I800 (Washington:
Folgcr ShakesLibrary; London and Toronto: Associated University Resses, 1984). pp. Z770; by Wul Salunan, English Prose Fiction 1558-1700 (Oxford: Clanndon Ress. 1985): and
by Michael McKwn, The Origins ofthe English Novel 1 G 1 7 4 0 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Ress, 1987). One of the few =cent ma* studies on the apparenuy inexhaustible
topic of "korigins of the English novel" that does not even mention Incognita is Lcnnard
Davis. Foetun1 Fictions: The Origins of rhe English Novel (New York: Columbia Univmity
Ress. 1983); but then, Ian Walt's The Rise of the Novel (Berkeky and Lar Angeks: University
of California Ress, 1957) did not refer to Congnw's novel either. Helga hougge's dissertation
The Sign@cnnce of Congrevc's "Incognita" (Uppsala: A m Universimtis Upsaliensis, 1976) is
a book-length study devoted exclusively to the navel. Article-length studies of note are E.S. De
Beer, "Congnve's Incognito, the S a m e of Its Setting, with a Note on Wilson's Belphegor,"
Review of English Studies 8 (1932). 74-77, Maximillian NwaL. "Congnvt's Incognito and
the Art of the Novella." Criticism Ll (1969). 32%42: and Aubrey Williams, An Approach to
Congrevc (New Haven: Yale University Ress, 1979), pp. 91-106.
2 S ~ C o n g n v e ' s"preface" to Incognito in The Complete Works of Williom Congreve, 4 vols, ed.
Momague Summers (Landon: Nonesuch Ress, 1923). I, 111-12. References are to this edition.
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tocrats, Aurelian and Hippolito, with the belles, Incognita-Juliana and
Leonora. Congreve's preface has attracted more critical attention than
the novel itself. Some critics have even called this document "the critical locus classicus in English"' for the crucially important end of the
seventeenth century, when novelists were striving to replace "improbable," "marvellous" romances with more consistently authenticated and
psychologically developed f i ~ t i o n . ~
Students of the early modem novel are likely to be introduced to
Congreve's text in fragmented quotations from the preface, which Emest
Baker had good reason in 1929 to call "oft quoted:'
Romances ... elevate and surprize the Reader into a giddy Delight, which leaves
him flat upon the Ground whenever he gives of ... . Novels are of a more familiar
nature: Come near us, and represent to us Intrigues in practice, delight us with
Accidents and odd Events, but not such as are wholly unusual or unpresidented
... .Romances give more of Wonder, Novels more Delight ... . Since all Traditions
must indisputably give place to the Drama, and since there is no possibility of
giving that life to the Writing or Repetition of a Story which it has in the
Action, 1 resolved in another beauty to imitate Dramatick Writing, namely, in
the Design, Contexture and Result of the Plot. I have not observed it before in
a Novel. (preface to Incognita)
The main reason for scholarly interest in the preface was Congreve's
separation of "romance" and "novel," which critics interpreted as a convenient transitional distinction between two chronologically distinct species
of fiction: on the one hand, the loosely structured baroque novels (written
mainly after French models from the middle of the seventeenth century),
and, on the other hand, the more formally realistic English novels of the
early eighteenth century. Although this critical view was based on bindsight and has been challenged lately, recent studies still tend to discuss

4 This reorientation of the novel is discussed in most of the studies listed in n. I. Of related
interest, see also Benjamin Boyce, "Tk Effects of the Restoration on Pmw Fiction," T e ~ e s s e r
Studies in Lirerarure 6 (1961). 7 7 4 2 : Laura Brown, English Drnmoric Form IMO-1760: An
Essay in Generic History (New Haven: Yale University Ress. 1981); G ~ I Y
Kelly. "'Intrigue'
and 'Gallantry': The Seventecnth.Century French nouwllr and lhe 'Novels' of Aphra Behn,"
Revue de LinProtwe Comporde 218 (1981). 1W94; and Rose Zimbardo. A Mirror ro Norure:
Transformarions in D r m and Aesthetics 1MiL1732 (Lexington: University RFss of Kentucky.
1986).
5 The Hisrov of the English Novel (1924, reprinted. New York: Barnes and Noble, 1967). 111.
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/ecf/vol2/iss4/1
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Congreve's programmatic preface rather than his noveL6 In fact, some
critics do not seem actually to have read the novel Incognita itself.'
The very fact that Congreve's preface is taken at face value is surprising; after all, a great many seventeenth-century prefaces are disingenuous
and intentionally unreliable texts? Contrary to what the preface says, for
example, the young lovers of Incognita have no genuine obstacles to
overcome save their own adolescent social ineptitude. Moreover, the last
sentence of the preface quite bluntly contradicts the first.' Considered in
the larger context of seventeenth-century prose fiction, Congreve's basic claim to innovation seems historically untenable; the abundance of
bold and absolute terms and his fairly intolerant tone are therefore all
the more remarkable: "I think it necessary," "all Traditions must indisputably give place to the Drama," "there is no possibility of giving that
life to the Writing ... of a Story which it has in the Action," "I have not
observed it before," "for 'tis but reasonable," "the design ... is obvious."
In fact, Congreve's claim to innovation in his distinction between romance and novel rests less on the emphasis on verisimilitude proper
(as the critical consensus suggests) than on his concern with the means
6 Both Corman and Salzman offer a more balanced historical perspective. A thorough reading of
the novel rather than the preface is provided by Helga Drougge.
7 Such appears to be the case with Frederick R. Karl's A Reoder's Guide to the EighteenthCentury English Novel (New York: Noonday Press, 1974). Congreve or Ineognim is mentioned
on pp. 29-31.47. 298-99.
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were written for purely pmgrammatic purposes or were interpreted as such. Some of the more
influential and interesting pmgrammatic prefaces are Georges de Scud6ry's preface to his sister Madeleine's Ibrnhim ou l'illustre Basso (IfAI), which defined the nature and structure of
the long epic-historical novel. Jean Segrais's proem to the Nouvelles froqokes (1656) formulated the standards for the shorter and more realistic nouvelles. Some interesting English prefaces
are collected by Charles Davies in Prefaces to Four Seventeenth-Century Romonres (Los And e s : William Andrews Clark Memorial Libran. 1953) 1i.e.. orefaces to Bovle's
"
~, Porrhenissa.
16% and hs, Thec.dorr,ru and Dddvnur. 1687. Markenme'\ Armnu. 1660 and Inpclo's B m n w
k., ond Urrmtu. 1660) Etghtcenlh-reaur) prrfarrs. too. mue k approached ulth cwtmn Is
Deloc rcall) w i o u r . fur ~ n , m c c .10 the preface tu Moil F l m l r c l Mull'\ ult~matewccc\r
contradicts much of the moral pretence presented in that document

.

9 "Some Authors are so fond of a Preface, that they will write one tho' there k nothing more
in it than an Apology for its self. But to show thee that I am not one of those, I will make no
Apology for this, but do tell thee that I think it necessary to be prefix'd to this Trifle. ... I have
gratified the Bookseller in pretending an occasion for a Preface: the other two Persons concern'd
are the Reader and my self, and if he be but pleased with what was produced for that end, my
satisfaction follows of course, since it will be pmponion'd to his Approbation or Dislike" (I,
Published
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their narratives.'"is
subtext put into narrative discourse such theatrical devices as character movement and gesticulation, the representation
of background and speech, the functional and symbolic value of properties, and the emotive and three-dimensional effects of sound and light. In
the course of the century novelists and narrators became increasingly interested in creating scenes of showing that turn the reader or the narratee
into a spectator by means of a stream of detailed information: a subtext of performance, about who is doing what with whom and where and
in what costume and against what background.14 In most novels this attempt at dramatic verisimilitude is limited to the scenes of showing; it
is the task of the narrator to chain such dramatic scenes together by
means of often lengthy digressions of telling.I5 Such a dualistic shucYcholm Breton. Thoma, Dckkcr. Thomas Delonc) Rokn Grecne. Thoma< L d g e . John Lyly.
Gcorge Pczle. Rokn Baron. Roger Boyic I F m Earl of Orm) I. Margaret Cavmd~,hdhrhr,,
uf Ncuca,ticl, tran~trKtrkman Elkanah Scttlc. Aphra Behn. and, of course. W~lisamCongmc
13 For historical discussions of such epic, historical. gallant, and adventure novels and their techniques of "historical verisimilitude," see L. Charlame. L'lnpuence fronpise en Anglererre au
x v l l e si2cle (Pais: Socibti frangaise d'lmprimerie el de Librairie, 1960); Maurice Magendie,
Le Romanfingais eu X V l l e Si2ele (1932; Genhve: Slatkine, 1970); Maurice Lever, Lo Ficlion norrorive en orose ou XV1le sikcle (Paris: Editions du Centre Nationale de la Recherche
Saentlque. 19761: Georgcs Moltns. Uu Roman y r w ou nlrnvn b r o q u e (Touluusc: Cnlver.
de Tou.ouse-Le Mtml. 1981,; R r c ) Adams. Trmel Lmrorure ond rhr t'wlueon of rhr
Now1 rlcxmgton: Ilnnerrity Rws of Kcn1ur.k). 19831; Paul Sal,.man. op o r
14 The most important innovations and developments in the representation of realily and verisimilitude on thc seventcenthsentury stage inmduced into the craft af fiction, are (briefly): in matters
of background and setting: the inaoduction of perspective and thne- dimensional architectural
senings, with a neuwl "chambre 1 q u m pones" and, related to this, the disappeaxance of the
medieval mansion staee:
- . in matters of soecch reoresentation: the eradual disaowarance of monoloeue. solilwue and r i d lwhich were redaced in fiction towards the last decades bv indirect

-

..

value; in maners of stage directions and gesticulation: the adaptation of choice, frequency, and
explicitness of each of the three main types of stage direction (purely deictic. "conriaus acting," and "sponraneous acting") according to the mode of the text in which they occur (tragic,
comic, or tragicomic): in matters of references to dress and clothing: the gradual rise of interest in clothes adapted to m o d and emotion, or in order to highlight baroque themes and motifs:
in matten of effects of sound and light: the manipulation of sound and light lo suggest or
influence moods and emotions and to funher the plot. Similar to the novelistic "subtext of performance." the more or less orecise directions suoolied in ~romotbooks(orommer's notes).

15 Among the French novels consmcted in such fashion and in which the "subtext of performance"
plays a vital role are not only the "romans de longue haleine." but also such diverse texts as
Sorel's Nouveliesfrongoises and his Hisoire comique & Fmncion. Claireville's (?) Le Goscon
extrmzmnr. S c m n ' s Romanr corniow. Madeleine de Scud6rv's CPiinte. the anonvmous Elise.
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ture resulting from the dichotomy of showing and telling is precisely
what Congreve's unity of contrivance, announced in the preface, wants
to avoid, and in this sense the contrivance may indeed be considered an
innovation. The contrivance must produce a unified dramatic narrative of
showing, conceptualized in the neoclassical interpretation of drama as a
system of unities-for-the-sake-of-verisimilitude.
So far, so good. But in spite of all this theory, and also in spite of
some general analogies to Restoration comedy (and to some of Dryden's
plays in particular), the novel Incognita is not particularly dramatic.16
For example, there is not much dialogue and the loquacious, extradiegetic narrator is quite untheatrical. His digressions effectively destroy any effect that the contrivance might otherwise achieve. Much has
been. written about this narrator, who has been associated in particular with the rather old-fashioned techniques of authentication of French
comic-realistic romance.I7Rather, we should probably consider him "selfconscious" in the most literal sense: Congreve's narrator is a heckler
who is condoned in the text in order to sabotage the grand designs of
the dogmatic preface.
This interpretation considerably alters our view of the preface; we can
no longer say that William Congreve is simply developing a program for
the craft of fiction. Rather, I propose to read the preface as a text that is
quite as fictional as Incognita itself, a mask before the face of the novel,
hiding it and allowing it to remain "incognito." This analogy of form
and content, incidentally, reinforces the novel's general themes of masking and unreliability. I also want to suggest that the text Incognita is
interesting not so much because of the rather silly plot of adolescent adventures, but because of an implied philosophical-epistemological debate
on the means of achieving verisimilitude between the antithetical voices
and interests of the preface and the narrator.
Judging from his interventions, the voice of the self-conscious narrator represents a baroque epistemological scepticism. Characteristic of
the baroque writers following Montaigne is the fundamental anguish
caused by the realization that the senses are unreliable mediators in
16 The correspondences with and pamdy of Restoration comedy an discussed by Dmugge. Montague Summers pointed out some close similarities to Dryden's The Assignation and Morriqed-lo-Mode. See his Inuoduction to The Complrre Work of William Congreve. 1, 4-5.
17 For example, by Dmugge and Corman. Michael McKeon relates the narrator of Incognita to
Scarron's narrator in Le Romant cornique (p. 62). The "Histoire de I'amante invisible" intated
in Scanon's novel (I, ch. 9) is probably the main single source of hcognito. On early selfconscious narrators, see Wayne Bwth, "The Self-conscious Narrator in Comic Fiction before
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/ecf/vol2/iss4/1
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the quest for Truth, and that even the very objects of knowledge are
transitory. Such a realization can develop the equation "verisimilitude
= probability = observation of phenomena in Nature," but cannot cany
it further, because observation breaks down in the face of a multiplicity of phenomena that allows no conclusions and no doctrine. Baroque
drama and narrative often testify to the creative impact of the scepticism that results from this anguish. The plot of Incognita, which the
narrator must convey, stimulates this scepticism and presents many variations upon the dichotomy--of reality and appearance, of being and
seeming, of essence and existence-that is the quintessential paradigm
of baroque epistem~logy.'~
At the heart of Incognita we find such topoi
as the impossibility of ciescribing adequately, the problematics of knowledge, diversihility, reversibility, changes, incognitos, masks-all of them
indications of the transitoly nature of the objects of knowledge.
The baroque epistemological concerns found in the novel Incognita
were interpreted rather differently by later seventeenth-century "classicism," which the voice of the preface reflects. The neoclassical view
does allow for a doctrine; that is, the equation "verisimilitude = probability = observation of phenomena in Nature = rational analysis of these
phenomena in terms of the universal and the general." This doctrine
claims to combine pleasure and instruction, on the assumption that we
only learn from and delight in what is probable, verisimilar, universal,
and general." One of the functions of the unities is precisely to emphasize the universal and the general in the common existential experiences
by allowing a problem to be examined in depth through the presentation
of types. The neoclassical concerns voiced in the preface of Incognita
include structural tidiness, the formal presentation of a doctrine, the reference to Horace (ultimately Aristotle), the desire to teach and delight,mthe
need of the unities and regularity for the sake of verisimilitude, the hostility towards (obviously baroque) epic fiction ("Some [novels] I have
18 See Jean Rousset, Lo Linlroture de l'dxe baroque m France:
1954).

Circr er b poon (Paris:Coni,

19 Adapted from Zebouni. pp. 68-69.
20 "I will make no Apology for this [preface], but do tell thee Ulat I think it necessary to be
prefix'd to this Trifle. to prevent thy overlooking some little pains which I have taken in the
Composition ... : the other two Persons concem'd are the Reader and my self, and if he be
but pleased with what was produced for that end, my satisfaction follows of course" (1, 1 1 112). Congreve's famous distinction between romance and novel is actually based on reader's
response (1, I l l ) , which anticipates his later fascination with the spectator's response to his
Published
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seen begin with an unexpected accident"), and a confidence in mimesis as the imitation of Nature ("the copy which I imitate"). The preface
shows familiarity with Comeille's programmatic Trois Discours (1660).21
We can now reconstruct a significant manifestation of these clashing views on verisimilitude in Incognita. The preface proposes the unity
of contrivance to cast the "stuff" of fiction into the tightly organized
container of a unified play. This formal restriction prohibits digressions,
which, however, are not only the life and blood, the pleasure, the raison d'ttre of a seventeenth-century narrator, but also the typical literary
expression of baroque scepticism (as in Montaigne, Burton, Browne),
the expression of the individual mind at work, and hence the expression of the particular. Thus, to digress is to contradict the laws of the
universal and the general that mimetic systems require. Digressions also
destroy the illusion of mimetic realism by pulling the narrateelspectator
into the extra-diegetic frame. Hence, a verisimilar, unified, and regular text (play or narrative) does not tolerate d i g r e s s i ~ n It
. ~ is
~ especially
in matters of digression that Congreve's two voices are in conflict. In the
opening pages of the novel, the narrator, irked by his lack of freedom,
says testily:
Now the Reader I suppose to be upon Thorns at this and the like impertinent
Digressions, but let him alone and he'll come to himself; at which time I think
fit to acquaint him, that when I digress, I am at that time writing to please my
self, when I continue the Thread of the Story, I write to please him; supposing
him a reasonable Man, I conclude him satisfied to allow me this liberty, and so
I proceed. (1, 116, emphasis added)
Digression (a narrator's Lust und Leben) is now transgression, an impertinent pursuit of personal pleasure, an activity counter to the neoclassical
form of reasonable verisimilitude. The narrator uses the term "impertinence" no fewer than three times in similar digressions, for he is aware
21 In fact, the preface's desire to create a text that is "regular" and yet "delights" seems to combine
the views of Dryden's Lisideius and Neander ("Of Dramatick Poesy:' 1665, published 1668).
Lisideius. who champions French neoclassical drama, vinually reduces the role of drama ("to
teach and delight") to the observance of dramatic unities, decorum, and verisimilitude. Neander
doubts whether Lisideius is correct in advocating these rules (primarily useful for the "teaching"
aspect) for their own sake; Neander would rather see "delight" (which favours "irregularities")
as the primadial insmment of instruction; thus he defends the "quick turns and graces" so
typical of English drama without necessarily sacrificing decorum and regularity.

22 The voice of the preface bases iu disgust with baroque (epic) fiction exclusively on the fact
that such fiction delights in and depends on digressions (flashbacks), necessitated by the epic
opening. "in medias res," of such novels (I, 112).
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/ecf/vol2/iss4/1
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that digressions require an apology within the system of the contrivance,
which pretends to pour old content into a new formal container.
Incognita ought to develop horizontally, for it presents the oldfashioned "stuff" of romance, its fixed topoi, its idealized characters," in
a blend of Spanish novelas of intrigue and French romans comiques. Such
"stuff" depends on the accumulation of action, time, and place; the wealth
of incident and properties requires a clever narrator, whose crucially important digressions stitch the texture of the story together. Formally, in
contrast, the preface demands that Incognita will develop vertically, in
depth, like neoclassical drama and late seventeenth-century psychological narrative. These genres depend on the elimination of action, time, and
place, and develop forms of indirect speech representation (stile pense') at
the expense of an extra-diegetic narrator. Incognita is therefore interesting not only because of the dramatic technique imposed on the narrative,
but also because the preface raises the problem of a difficult relationship
between form and content. The neoclassical form rejects digression as
contradictory to its brand of verisimilitude; the baroque content demands
digression as necessary to its brand of verisimilitude.
The narrator tries to accommodate both contradictory impulses towards
verisimilitude simultaneously, but does so unconvincingly and with numerous difficulties. For example, in the treatment of time, the contrivance
demanded by the preface implies a sort of "degree zero" of narrative;
an isochrony between narration and story, a perfect "concurrence between diegetic sequence and narrative sequence.'% The narrator does
achieve a relative isochrony: externally, since the story-duration equals
an acceptable play plot-duration (three days), and internally, since the narrative sequence of the novel equals the performance sequence of a play
(roughly two to three hours). But what is the cost of this isochrony imposed by the dramatic unities and the contrivance for the sake of a form
of verisimilitude? Not only must the narrator theoretically abandon digression of any sort (including description), but he must also manipulate
the plethora of events with such furious speed that the resulting narrative,
far from becoming more realistic and verisimilar, is in fact incongruous
23 h o u g g e discusses these at length
24 Gerard Genene, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method, vanslated by Jane E. Lewin (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1987). pp. 8 6 8 7 . Actually, rigorous isochmny between showing and
telling or kween narrative and story is impossible except in very anificid or in experimental
texts (Genette, p. 88). But then, Incognito is introduced in the preface as such an experimental
Published
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and artificial, at times even absurd-for example, when a sighing character must sigh efficiently rather than emotionally: "So having put all her
Sighs into one great Sigh, she discharged her self of 'em all at once, and
formed the Relation you are just about to Read" (I, 144).
Many elements that the subtext of performance in baroque novels
would highlight to pursue its own form of verisimilitude are sacrificed
for the sake of speed and contrivance. Among the elements wryly omitted in crucial scenes are the descriptions of costume, once so popular in
baroque fiction: "I should by right now describe her Dress, which was
extreamly agreeable and rich, but 'tis possible I might err in some material Pin or other, in the sticking of which may be the whole grace of
the Drapery depended (I, 119).= Similarly, the narrator deletes many of
the detailed analyses of character gesticulation and movement that a subtext of performance deploys to stimulate the reader's three-dimensional
perception. Sometimes movement is deleted altogether: "Well, we will
leave them both fretting and contriving to no purpose, to look about
and see what was done at the Palace, where their doom was determined
much quicker than they imagined" (I, 137). When highly complex, quick
movement is rendered, it is often reduced to the mere outline of an almost absurdly fast scenario. Individual movements are supplied but the
links between them are deleted. Hence the reader's impression is of nonfunctional movement that serves to delay rather than promote the final
resolution, as in the following scenario in which Aurelian and Hippolito
are at home. When a coach stops in front of their door, Aurelian concludes that Don Fabio, his grouchy father, must be looking for him,
and he runs away. But (a veiled) Incognita enters, asking Hippolito (she
thinks he is called Aurelian) for the whereabouts of "Don Hippolito" (she
means Aurelian, her flame). The real Hippolito departs, to look for his
friend. Incognita waits, decides to leave, but first writes a letter with instructions for her suitor "Don Hippolito." Hearing steps, she tears up the
letter. Enter not Aurelian, as expected, but Don Fabio with the Marquess
of Viterbo. Incognita shrieks, the men retire politely; when they come
25 The imporrance of clothing on the bamque stage and in bamque fiction as the visible signifier
of an invisible signified need hardly be emphasized. Theamcal dress as a metaphor for thought
and as a code or Pcriture is discussed by Roland Banhes, "Les Maladies du costume de th&ue,"
Essois critiques ( M s : Sueil. 1961). pp. 53-62. See also Marie-Madeleine Maninet, "Pen&
et V b n e n t : Urn Metaphm dflexive du XVIle sitcle. Source d'un symbalisrne mademe,"
Bullctin de la SociPtP GEtudes Anglo-Adricoines des xvlle et XV/lle SiPcles 12 (1981). 45M), or David M. Bergmn, ed..Pageantry in the Shnkspeorenn T h t e r (Athens: University of
Georgia Ress, 1985); and Paula S. Berggnn. "'A Rodigious Thing:' The Jacobean Heroine
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/ecf/vol2/iss4/1
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back to apologize, the girl has already left. Re-enter Hippolito, who is understandably surprised at finding two elderly men instead of the lovely
Incognita; although he recognizes Don Fabio, he feigns not to know him.
Hippolito leaves promptly, pretending to search for Incognita-in reality he is still trying to find Aurelian. Tired of waiting, Don Fabio and
the Marquess leave the room; almost immediately, Aurelian finally returns. He concludes that his father is still around and runs out again, but
not without accidentally retrieving the tom-up letter left by Incognita. Although a crucial fragment is missing, he manages to anive (purely by
chance) at the right spot (the ruin of the monastery) in time to save Incognita from disgrace (I, 139-40). The reader rushes through this highly
complex action in less than a full page of text.
And again, whereas the subtext of performance happily enlists direct
speech representation for the sake of verisimilitude, the narrator very
often cuts direct speech.16 Often he prevents speech altogether; although
speech would contribute to psychological verisimilitude, he argues that
the verbose rhetoric and Ciceronian language of the romance situation
are incompatible with the needs of the contrivance. For example, he will
allow Hippolito to present his lengthy amorous monologue but only in
the "background"; in order to save time, the narrator fills in Hippolito's
speech with some useful plot-information of his own:
In which interim, let me take the liberty to digress a little, and tell the Reader
something which I do not doubt he has apprehended himself long ago, if he be
not the dullest Reader in the World; yet only for orders sake, let me tell him
I say, That ... . So, Reader, having now discharg'd my Conscience of a small
Discovery which I thought my self obliged to make to thee, I pmceed to tell
thee. (I, 123-24)
The narrator refuses to report the direct speech of the characters on
several occasions when it would be crucial to the plot or the psychology (pp. 145, 147). most notably when he undercuts Hippolito's wellprepared wooing scene (complete with lute and moonlit arbour) with the
gloomy observation, "'Twere tedious to tell the many ingenious Arguments he used with all her Nice Distinctions and Objections. In short, he
convinced her of his Passson [sic]" (I, 149).
In other words, when the narrator actually could promote psychological verisimilitude by showing dramatic scenes, he is content with
telling and, piously or maliciously, sticks to the inflexible time scheme
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required by the preface and the contrivance. In contrast, the narrator will
digress shamelessly in descriptive purple patches or in an assiduously developed subtext of performance precisely when verisimilitude and plot
advancement benefit the least from it.
The narrator's famous attempt to describe Incognita's face is an example of the latter, undermining activity: "Now see the impertinence
and conceitedness of an Author, who will have a fling at a Description, which he has Prefaced with an impossibility" (I, 125-26). The long
passage following this disclaimer is such a precious-baroque and aesthetically abstract denial that we know less about Incognita's face than
before. Paradoxically enough, the purple patches contribute to the girl's
incognita rather than solving it (I, 125-26)." Again, indulging in extravagant detail, the narrator will provide background descriptions that are
precise far beyond the needs of the plot; an amusing example is supplied by the decription of the garden where Hippolito hides at night,
(I, 14647).28 The garden setting with its angles-and-comers contradicts
the limits imposed by the contrivance; it is a very baroque scene, designed to enhance confusion and generate surprise among the characters
as well as in the narratee/spectat~r.~
As we might expect, Congreve's
narrator drives the conventions of baroque staging to an almost absurd
extreme, thereby promoting illusion instead of realism. All the settings
are three-dimensional enclosed spaces, but none really serves as background to the action in a way comparable to previous drama and fiction.
Rather, the opposite is true: the narrator incessantly pushes the characters around in claustrophobic streets or piazzas enclosed by buildings,
in a crowded ballroom or tilting arena, in the ruins of a monasterysubjecting action to description in the process. Comers, trees, and hidden
doors prevent the reader or spectator from taking in the entire milieu or
scene at once. The ballroom is large enough to allow people to disappear furtively; streets always have an unexpected tum; no door opens
without yet another shadow slipping through. Character and reader alike
are thus deprived of part of the action for lack of a privileged perspective: there is always something to obstruct clear vision. Like baroque
27 According to Cornan, pp. 2 M 7 , this "pornail" passage rivals "in length, if not qualiry."
Fielding's introduction of Sophia in "A shon Hint of what we can do in the Sublime, and a
Description of Miss Sophia Western" (Tom Jones. IV. 2).
28 According to h u g g e this elaborate description is necessary for the plot. I disagree: the "precipitate crape," for which Hippolito is so well prepared and for the sake of which the description
is so finicky, never takes place.
29 See my essay "Theauical Backgmund in English Novels of the Seventeenth CenNry." Journal
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/ecf/vol2/iss4/1
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stage designs, Congreve's settings favour angles and comers; "as the
spectator sees only a portion of the scene, he is stimulated to supplement it with an imagined expanse beyond the given stage p i ~ t u r e . "The
~
many surprise meetings in Incognita must be interpreted with such an
angle-and-corner setting in mind.
These examples of verbose teasing represent the narrator's rebellion
against the practical demands of the verisimilitude-contrivance (ultimately, that is, against the demands of the preface). The conflict between
the preface and the narrator is really a conflict between particular interpretations of the dramatic ideal and the narrative ideal. The preface
represents the general trend of contemporary fiction, which increasingly
developed towards dramatic, undigressive psychological forms in order to
promote realism and verisimilitude. The narrator's playful manipulation
of the techniques necessary to attain this end marks him as a supporter
of the theory that each category of literature should emphasize a different set of reading rules, and that in each category of text the reader or
narratee should emphasize different "operations of signification."" He
demonstrates that the rigid application of certain practices from a nonnarrative mode (such as dramatic efficiency and economy) might suspend
the subversive playfulness that many critics believe is at the very heart
of the novel.
Everything considered, the entire narrative is a huge digression, encouraging confusion and mistakes at every turn. Why, for instance, do
the characters insist so much on their incognito? Why does "Incognita"
not reveal her real name to "Aurelian" (who is actually Hippolito; I, 1 4 4
45)? This crucial bit of information would solve the mystery. In fact, why
do these silly adolescents not simply get down to essentials (the truth)
from the very beginning? Why is the setting for this story specifically Satumalian, carnivalesque in the first place? I believe that these essential
questions can be answered in two ways.
First, the romance story simply cannot operate according to the narrative strategies defined in and required by the preface. The discourse of
the narrator suggests that characters, plot, and motifs belonging to one
mode of narrative cannot be made to behave according to the format
30 Dunbar H. Ogden, translator, The Itnlion Baroque Stage: Documents by Giulio Troili, Andrea
Porro, F e r d i ~ n d oGolli-Bibie~and Boldossore Orsini. (Berkeley: University of California
Ress. 1978). p. 3.
31
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of another mode. Trying to impose a neoclassical or "regular" structure designed for psychological verisimilitude on a mode of narrative
fiction that has always accommodated a very different view of verisimilitude is, as the narrator tells us more than once, an absurd undertaking.
The voice of the preface may well propose verisimilitude as "the illusion
of reality." But in the narrator's interpretation, verisimilitude becomes
instead "the reality of the illusion." The fact that after Incognita Congreve never again touched the narrative genre may well indicate that he
was not prepared to resolve the debate between these widely different
interpretations.
The second answer is thematic in nature, but develops from the first,
generic, answer. Because of the general pursuit of the reality of illusion,
the romance city of the four protagonists provides a very attractive, vibrant, and erotic milieu. Such an interpretation of Florence obviously
exists only on the diegetic level of the story. For on the extra-diegetic
level, the events are controlled by a sort of Reality Principle in the form
of the self-conscious narrator: 'a grouchy taskmaster who is egged on
by the instructional program of the preface and whose task is continuously to point out the artificiality of the protagonists, of their adventures,
and, in fact, of all fiction. By contrast, the protagonists defend the playful make-believe of verisimilitude as a boon more enjoyable than reality
itself.
In spite of lingering aggression arising from amorous jealousy, the
carnival spirit that moves Florence promotes play, masking, costuming,
and lying--and thus it blatantly denies the Reality Principle. The protagonists insist on remaining incognito even when masks are no longer
useful to their designs (for example, when Hippolito marries Leonora under the name of Aurelian, or when Aurelian "forgets" to ask Juliana her
name). To go about in masks and to fabricate identities are pleasurable
activities that resist the pressure of reality. Moreover, because these activities are nonfunctional, voluntary, and pursued in a mood of sportive
agon, they also constitute the ideal form of play as defined in Johan
Huizinga's Homo Ludens.32
The desire to remain incognito actually imposes a taboo value on such
markers of reality as names and identities. Taboo-observances were the
first "right" or "law" in Freud's interpretation of civilization, the communal life of human beings. And the primary law of the camivalesque
wedding celebrations in Congreve's Florence is precisely to go about
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/ecf/vol2/iss4/1
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masked, incognito. In Civilization and Its Discontents (1930), for example, Freud generally argues that civilization rests on two elements:
onanke, related to "the compulsion to work, created by external necessity"; and eros, "the power of love, which makes the man unwilling to
be deprived of his sexual object-the woman-, and which makes the
woman unwilling to be deprived of the part of herself that had been separated from herself-her child."" One can therefore argue that eros and
ananke have become the parents of human civilization. But love and necessity are often at odds, and that fact brings about some of the many
discontents that we recognize in our so-called civilization (in which so
few people are truly happy). The "necessity" (in the sense of duty, familyrelated loyalty, and obedience as well as in the sense of compulsion to
work) to which Aurelian, Hippolito, Juliana, and Leonora must submit
is precisely the pleasant pursuit of "love" itself. By extension, the same
duty affects everybody within the walls of Florence. Artisans and merchants are not allowed to work or to display their wares during the three.
days of wedding celebrations; in Satumalian fashion, domestic servants
imitate the courtship rituals of their masters. Since eros (love) and ananke
(necessity, also in the above sense of duty) are so happily and harmoniously conjoined in Florence, the real proposition of young Congreve's
novel may well have been the fictional-verisimilar representation of an
adolescent utopia in which happiness is pursued and play rewarded, and
which is charged with eroticism. After all, the full title of the story is
Incognita; or, Love & Duty Reconcil'd.
The evidence of Incognita supports the notion that Congreve appears
to have been interested in representing formal as well as thematic ambiguities early in his creative career. In his plays he continued to explore
this interest by his manipulation of dramatic irony and "dark" subtexts.
But in the process he gradually abandoned the adolescent-romance tone
that makes Incognita such a rewarding first work. This tendency may
be said to culminate in his last (non-operatic) play, significantly entitled
The Way of the World (1700). where the pleasantry is considerably toned
down and the cynicism is heightened. The frustration, determinism, even
fatalism contained in the very expression "the way of the world" (occurring in act IU, scene i) may well be a cliche and, as such, false, but it is
nevertheless sustained throughout the text. In 1700 Congreve has a sarcastic Lady Wisbfort suggesting to Mrs Matwood that they retire and
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become pastoral shepherdesses (V, i); the escape into a happy erotic society has become the subject of an extravagant and cruel joke rather than
a rewarding and redeeming fictional possibility.
The University of Wisconsin-Madison
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